spend the money we have can, in fact, "buy" us happiness.
How? By buying experiences instead of material goods and
spending on others instead of yourself. I think this dovetails
nicely with the research that money intrinsically does not buy
us happiness. It's what we do with it that counts towards
happiness.
Here are some ideas regarding how we can use this
information.

Paths Forward
* Buy Experiences. What would make you happier? Buying
your child a toy or playing with her with a toy she already
has? Upgrading your car (or TV or other toy) or going on a
family vacation? It seems that the best choice is the latter of
these options because a) experiences connect us with other
people in ways that mere stuff cannot and b) memories last
and stuff doesn't.
* Lower Your Focus on Cost and Lower Your Stress.
Paying for that family vacation ahead of time (even in
installments) helps you to enjoy it more because by the time
you're enjoying it you'll be less focused on the cost. In the
same vein a Dutch study showed that the length of a trip
doesn't affect happiness but those who reported a relaxed
vacation were happier than those reporting stressful or even
neutral trips. Yes, travel can be stressful but try using your air
miles to upgrade your seats at least one way, tip the bellman
to drag your bags around, utilize the concierge to avoid
tourist traps and find fun, out of the way spots the locals
utilize, use a cab instead of getting lost on a dicey public bus
system and budget ahead of time for sufficient out of pocket
cash for these mini-luxuries.
* A Bigger Happiness Bang For Your Buck. It turns out
that you get more happiness from a $200. dinner than you do
from four $50 dinners because if you do something frequently
enough it becomes routine. Remember how pleased and
excited you were immediately after your last major purchase?
(i.e. car, computer, other toy etc) Yet, after a relatively short
period it became just another part of your daily routine and it
lost some of its luster. Anticipation also enhances enjoyment
so spending some time reading restaurant reviews and
perusing menus before that special dinner out or even doing
smart consumer research prior to making a major purchase
will get you the maximum happiness bang for your buck.
* Buy Back Your Time. Nobody on their deathbed asks for
just one more pair of shoes, a new kitchen or an 80-inch
LED/HD TV. What most folks would ask for is - time, precious,
invaluable time. It's great if you truly enjoy changing your
own oil, doing your own yard work or painting your garage
and it's a bonus if working together helps bring you closer to
the folks you love most. You've saved a few bucks and bought
yourself some personal enjoyment and/or quality time with
others. But if this is not the case and you can afford it a
better choice to increase your happiness could be to hire
someone to do those tasks for you or to help you do them

someone to do those tasks for you or to help you do them
more quickly. "Buying" some well-deserved leisure time alone
or with your loved ones can have a beneficial effect on your
happiness and can be a wise use of your available resources
* Invest in Others and Make It Personal. I have written in
prior editions of LifeMap about the "helper's high" which is an
enjoyable endorphin release stimulated by helping others. I
call this a happiness booster shot and even if it's only
relatively short-lived I whole-heartedly endorse it. Research
has shown that spending even relatively small amounts on
others can make a difference in your happiness. But to
expand on this let me share the results of one study in which
three groups of students were given Starbucks gift cards. One
group had to spend it on themselves, one group had to give
theirs away, and another had to give it away and spend time
with the person they gave it to. All groups reported some
happiness with their task but the ones that had the shared
experience with others reported the greatest happiness. I
think this shared experience factor accounts for why it just
feels better to serve plates of food at a soup kitchen or help
give out with distribution at a food bank than by just writing a
check. Yes, of course, the check is needed and darn helpful
but for your own happiness getting personally involved with
others seems to provide the biggest return on your
investment. Your local church, school or not-for-profit
organization can help you identify a deserving person or
family that you can help out.
LifeMap often focuses on career issues such as getting the
salary you deserve. But our larger goal is not just about
getting you more money; it's also about helping you to get
more out of your money and this includes getting enjoyment
and happiness for you and your loved ones.

· Need Career Coaching?
The best investment you can make is in your career, your
future and yourself.
email drpaul@drpaulpowers.com

· Tired of boring meetings??
Have Dr. Paul speak at your next off-site meeting or
conference. Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations
from an acknowledged leader in the field of career and
personal success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html
Resources
· Are you or someone you know job hunting or thinking about
it?
The best, concise, all-round job changing guide available.
Revised Edition Winning Job Interviews by Dr. Paul Powers.
In this easy-to-follow, step-by-step book, Dr. Paul Powers
demystifies job interviewing, explains why the process
actually favors the job hunter, and shows how you can

actually favors the job hunter, and shows how you can
dramatically improve your interview skills.
Packed with solid, practical information and laced with both
humor and "kick in the pants" motivation, Winning Job
Interviews is the book you wished you had before your last
interview... and is mandatory preparation for your next one!
· Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true vocation?
Or know someone who is? Order your copy of Love Your Job!
Loving the Job You Have, Finding A Job You Love by Dr. Paul.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksandarticles.html
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